An autocatalytic pattern matching polymer system is studied as an abstract model for chemical ecosystem evolution. Highly ordered populations with particular sequence patterns appear spontaneously out of a vast number of possible states. The interplay between the selected microscopic sequence patterns and the macroscopic cooperative structures is examined. Stability, fluctuations, and evolutionary selection mechanisms are investigated for the involved self-organizing processes. The emergence of autocatalytic structures in model chemistries has been a prominent research subject in complex systems, artificial life and origins of life studies. Earlier work is mainly concerned with the emergence and dynamics of autocatalytic sets of random cross-catalytic molecules [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] , or focused on the detailed dynamics of template directed catalytic ligation [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] . In this study we investigate how the detailed sequence patterns of selfreplicating polymers impact the frequency and stability of emerging population structures. We study a system of binary polymers, where each polymer can replicate itself by exact ligation of two matching subsequences. We demonstrate how the microscopic interactions resulting from polymer sequence details dictate selection, population size as well as the frequency and the stability of the evolving, macroscopic, cooperative structures. These findings could have implications for early earth information polymers, the practical design of protocell information polymer networks (information-metabolisms) as well as more general issues concerning the emergence of cooperation in complex systems.
The emergence of autocatalytic structures in model chemistries has been a prominent research subject in complex systems, artificial life and origins of life studies. Earlier work is mainly concerned with the emergence and dynamics of autocatalytic sets of random cross-catalytic molecules [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] , or focused on the detailed dynamics of template directed catalytic ligation [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] . In this study we investigate how the detailed sequence patterns of selfreplicating polymers impact the frequency and stability of emerging population structures. We study a system of binary polymers, where each polymer can replicate itself by exact ligation of two matching subsequences. We demonstrate how the microscopic interactions resulting from polymer sequence details dictate selection, population size as well as the frequency and the stability of the evolving, macroscopic, cooperative structures. These findings could have implications for early earth information polymers, the practical design of protocell information polymer networks (information-metabolisms) as well as more general issues concerning the emergence of cooperation in complex systems.
Our binary polymers are modeled as strings of monomers over the alphabet A = {0, 1}. We denote the set of polymers by A * and we write |k| to express the length of polymer k ∈ A * . In the simplest realization for interaction between polymers, three types of reactions are introduced: decomposition of a strand into any two substrands with rate c 0 , random ligation of two strands with rate c 1 , and autocatalytic ligation with rate c 2 . Formally:
for all l, m ∈ A * , where l.m represents the concatenation of strands l and m. Here, we consider only closed systems where material is conserved. However, an energy flow is implicitly assumed for the autocatalytic reactions.
Populations are represented by a multidimensional vector x where each species k ∈ A * defines one dimension and its concentration x k ∈ R + specifies a coordinate. 
Only edges connecting species in two adjacent layers are drawn.
Assuming that the law of mass action holds in this system, the reaction kinetic equations can be written in terms of the molar concentrations x k of all species k as where i, j, k ∈ A * . Summations i.j=k and k.j=i,j.k=i consider every pair of polymers i and j which satisfy i.j = k, and k.j = i or j.k = i, respectively. Note that the latter involves an infinite number of summands.
In the limit of purely random ligation (c 1 > 0, c 2 = 0), there is an exponential stationary solution that satisfies f (x * ) = 0:
where b is a constant determined by the boundary condition.
In the presence of autocatalysis, a species can maintain itself in sufficient concentration, thereby creating via decomposition the set of its substrings. We call this set a "clan" and we call the longest species of a clan its "chief". Two or more chiefs can coexist as seen, for example, in Fig. 1(f) , where 01010101010 and 10101010101 coexist and share most of their clan members while 100 is also a chief and shares its members of 01, 10, 0, and 1 with the above two chiefs.
In the purely autocatalytic limit (c 1 = 0, c 2 > 0), the exponential solution (5) cannot satisfy f (x * ) = 0. Instead, there is a somewhat counter-intuitive constant solution
where A † is the union of all clans and ∂A † the set of all chiefs, both given by the initial condition. Interestingly, chief populations x * m are unconstrained in this case: the stationarity condition f m = 0 demands that
, and x * m is arbitrary or free, determined only by the boundary condition. Linear stability analysis (Supplementary information) shows that chief-clan structures with a single chief are stable, which was tested for strand lengths up to 20. It also shows that most of the chief-clan structure having two or four chiefs are stable. The probability to find a Jacobian with complex eigenvalues increases rapidly with the increase of chief length for the case of autocatalytic systems (c 1 = 0). On the other hand, the eigenvalues are always real and non-positive for the case of random systems (c 2 = 0). Based on this analysis, we believe that chief-clan structures are almost always locally stable for autocatalytic systems. Yet, we will see below that only very few chief-clan structures out of the vast number of possible structures are selected by the dynamics. Now let us consider what kind of chief-clan structure is expected to appear from the pool of monomers if ligation is mostly autocatalytic, but there exists a small rate of random ligation (c 1x c 2 ). The constant solution with unconstrained chiefs drives the selection of chiefs with more regular sequence than irregular one as follows.
Once a (short or intermediate) chief is created by random ligation, the constant solution [(6) and (7)] equilibrates the population of its clan members toward the constant valuex and the rest of the material is accumulated into the chief. Thus, the population is "inverted" and the next random ligation likely takes place between the chiefs. The probability of ligation between other species than chiefs decreases rapidly. This creates a regularity of the chiefs; e.g. an intermediate chief 01 creates another intermediate chief 0101, which then creates 01010101. Moreover, 0101 can ligate with 0101 at both ends to create 01010101, whereas an irregular chief demands its intermediate substrands to ligate in correct order. Thus, regular chiefs such as 010101... or 00110011... are likely selected because of the constant solution. This selection spontaneously appears out of autocatalytic ligations in the systems.
To confirm the behaviors of the system considered above, we sample stochastic trajectories from numerical simulation of the microscopic reactions (1) -(3), using the exact stochastic simulation algorithm by Gillespie [15] . The system is assumed to be well stirred and its volume is set to Fig. 2(a) ] as predicted. The constant solution, x = c 0 /c 2 , on the other hand, is always observed in purely autocatalytic systems [c 1 = 0, Fig. 2(a) ]. The concentration of the chiefs is also confirmed to be free fromx, as a point deviated fromx in Fig. 2(a) . The dependence ofx on c 2 is shown in Fig. 2(b) . The theory (x = c 0 /c 2 , solid line) predicts the exact values obtained by the simulation. Now, let us describe the simulation results starting from the pool of monomers. In purely random systems (c 2 = 0), there is no selection of specific sequence structures: species decrease in concentration exponentially proportional to their strand length |k|, but their concentration x k is independent of the particular sequence information k ∈ A * . In contrast, in autocatalytic systems with small rate of random ligation (c 1x c 2 ) only very few distinctive and highly ordered population structures and sequence patterns are selected out of a huge number of possibilities. Different populations x and x can be compared by their cosine distance d(x, x ) = 1 − cos(x, x ). We classify the populations obtained by simulation with a single linkage hierarchical cluster algorithm (HCA) [16] based on d. Clustering is stopped when 80% of the populations is grouped into clusters.
HCA shows that only four structures occupy about 70% of all populations produced by simulation of autocatalytic systems. We call them, from the most frequent one, bootlace, pinecone1, pinecone2, and two towers (Fig. 3) . Their probabilities of appearance at t = 100 are about 45%, 19%, 5%, and 2%, respectively. Note that populations with these distinctively regular structures always have a Jacobian with non-positive real eigenvalues.
It can be seen that the selected populations have only few chiefs, where deviation from the constant solution is possible (lighter or darker species in Fig. 3 ). Though fluctuations sometimes create shorter chiefs, their concentration is always much lower thanx, and they usually disappear quickly.
To confirm the mechanisms of this selection of the structures, a typical process of its appearance is shown in Fig. 1 . After spontaneous formation by random ligation, an intermediate chief (10) accumulates material through autocatalysis [ Fig. 1(a) ] in order to satisfy the constant solution [Eq. (6) and (7)]. Progressively longer chiefs are formed primarily by random ligation of previous chiefs, since they gather the majority of material [ Fig. 1(b) ]. Once created, chiefs decompose to produce their clan members [ Fig. 1(b) →(c) and (d)→(e)]. This continues until chief concentrations become significantly lower thanx at which point there is not enough material to create and stabilize longer chiefs. The overlap of clans introduces resource competition. Survival against this competition is biased, since the material flow rate from the existing species to new chiefs is not equal among the clans: a chief with more and larger populated exclusive clan members is expected to collect material faster and is therefore more likely to survive competition (Supplemen- tary Information). Thus a short chief (100) in Fig. 1(f) is likely to disappear. The described selection mechanism is absent in purely random ligation because the exponential equilibrium solution [Eq. (5)] does not allow the "inverted" population structure where material is accumulated in chiefs and there is thus no driving force to push the system into creating longer species. Thus the selection only arises out of autocatalysis.
We can estimate the likelihood of forming certain clan structures and sequence patterns from monomer pools system sizes, these calculations further suggest that the two towers structure becomes less likely with increasing system size, whereas system size shows little impact on the probabilities to obtain other regular structures.
We now discuss the stability of the four selected structures against fluctuation, quantified by the temporal change of cosine similarity, I(t) = d(x(0), x(t)), between the structure at time t and the initial one. Simulations are started from already stabilized structures.
Bootlace and two towers are mostly stable and exhibit only small fluctuations [ Fig. 4(a) ] compared with those of pinecones [ Fig. 4(b) ]. Note the different y-axis scales. The bootlace structure fluctuates between two stable states, where the structure suddenly destabilizes after a period of stability, and switches into another stable structure. For bootlace, this is likely attributed to the competition between the chiefs 10101... and 01010.... Another such punctuated equilibrium is observed in pinecone1 [ Fig. 4(b) ], where it originates from the switching among the four chiefs 00110011..., 01100110..., 11001100..., and 10011001.... Even a transition from a structure to a completely different one can occur. Pinecone2 [ Fig. 3(c) ] is metastable under this boundary condition, and after a long time suddenly transitions into a different structure [sudden drop of dotted line in Fig. 4(b) ]. This transition is caused by the inverted population of the chief [11110000 in Fig. 3(c) ]. A random ligation creates more stable chiefs from this chief, and the new chief-clan structure relaxes the inverted population. This transition suggests that the metastability is determined by the boundary condition, that is, how much material flows into chiefs through their clan members.
In conclusion, we find that very limited combinations of cooperative species are selected out of a huge number of possibilities in a system of autocatalytic bit matching polymers. Particular polymer sequence with repetitive patterns are selected and polymers with these patterns together generate their associated macroscopic cooperative population structure. The selected populations have a "chief-clan" structure, where all the clan members but chiefs have the same concentration. The analytic solutions for the reaction kinetics are quantitatively confirmed by microscopic stochastic simulations. The stability of the structures depends on boundary conditions. Under the boundary condition used, four emergent structures are found: three of them are stable, while another one is metastable and successively transitions into a different structure.
Without autocatalysis, no such selection takes place and species appear with concentration exponentially decreasing with sequence length. Selection and cooperation of structures arise out of autocatalysis and symmetries in the reaction network and do not require a predefined fitness function to induce selection pressure.
We suspect that many of the reported findings also appear in more detailed model systems with strand complementarity, sequence overhang, mismatches [2] , hybridization behavior [11, 12] , and convection or diffusion limited reactions [13, 14] . Thus, our analysis might provide clues about expected early information-metabolism patterns in the origin of life.
